Construction and production of oncotropic vectors, derived from MVM(p), that share reduced sequence homology with helper plasmids.
The production of currently available vectors derived from autonomous parvoviruses requires the expression of capsid proteins in trans, from helper sequences. Cotransfection of a helper plasmid always generates significant amounts of replication-competent virus (RCV) that can be reduced by the integration of helper sequences into a packaging cell line. Although stocks of minute virus of mice (MVM)-based vectors with no detectable RCV could be produced by transfection into packaging cells; the latter appear after one or two rounds of replication, precluding further amplification of the vector stock. Indeed, once RCVs become detectable, they are efficiently amplified and rapidly take over the culture. Theoretically RCV-free vector stocks could be produced if all homology between vector and helper DNA is eliminated, thus preventing homologous recombination. We constructed new vectors based on the structure of spontaneously occurring defective particles of MVM. Based on published observations related to the size of vectors and the sequence of the viral origin of replication, these vectors were modified by the insertion of foreign DNA sequences downstream of the transgene and by the introduction of a consensus NS-1 nick site near the origin of replication to optimize their production. In one of the vectors the inserted fragment of mouse genomic DNA had a synergistic effect with the modified origin of replication in increasing vector production.